Improving current immunoglobulin therapy for patients with primary immunodeficiency: quality of life and views on treatment
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\textbf{Background:} Subcutaneous or intravenous immunoglobulin replacement is the mainstay of treatment for most patients with primary immunodeficiency disease (PID). The purpose of this study was to gain an understanding of how existing PID therapies affect patient lives and to identify desired improvements to immunoglobulin treatments.

\textbf{Methods:} An online questionnaire was made available through the International Patient Organisation for Primary Immunodeficiencies to patients with PID and their caregivers regarding current treatment satisfaction, living with PID, and patient preferences using a conjoint approach. Health-related quality of life was canvassed via questionnaires using the Short Form 12 Health Survey and EuroQol 5 Dimensions.

\textbf{Results:} A total of 300 responded to the survey (72\% patients with PID and 28\% caregivers) from across 21 countries, mostly the UK, Sweden, Canada, France, Germany, and Spain. Fifty-three percent and 45\% of patients received intravenous and subcutaneous therapy, respectively. Most respondents (76\%) were satisfied with their current treatment, reflecting the benefits that immunoglobulin therapy provides for patient health and well-being. However, patients remained below the physical and mental well-being norms for health-related quality of life as determined by the questionnaire. All respondents expressed a desire for 4-weekly infusions, the ability to administer these at home, self-administration, shorter duration of administration, and fewer needle sticks.

\textbf{Conclusion:} The results of this survey highlight the importance of providing access to different treatment options and modes of administration to ensure individual patient needs are best met.
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\textbf{Introduction}

Primary immunodeficiency diseases (PIDs) are a heterogeneous group of rare disorders characterized by poor or absent function in one or more components of the innate and adaptive immune systems resulting in increased susceptibility to infection.\textsuperscript{1} With more than 15 novel disease entities added to the updated classification in 2011, more than 165 different PIDs are recognized by the International Union of Immunological Societies Primary Immunodeficiency Diseases Classification Committee.\textsuperscript{1} Most PIDs are caused by inherited defects.\textsuperscript{2,3}

Treatment of PID involves, along with other therapies, both supportive (eg, immunoglobulin replacement therapy) and definitive (eg, bone marrow/hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, gene therapy) strategies, depending on the nature of the gene defect.\textsuperscript{2}
Immunoglobulin replacement is the mainstay of treatment for the majority of patients. Routinely, immunoglobulin therapy is administered intravenously (IVIg) or subcutaneously (SCIg) at regular intervals to increase serum immunoglobulin G trough levels to physiologic concentrations and to protect against bacterial infection.

IVIg is usually administered once every 3–4 weeks in hospital over 2–4 hours. Consequently, administration of IVIg leads to a rapid and high rise in the serum immunoglobulin G concentration followed by a rapid fall over the next few days; mild adverse events can be associated with the very high peaks experienced after large intravenous boluses.

SCIg regimens are typically given once or twice weekly over 1–2 hours, can be self-administered at home using a programmable pump, and are associated with a reduced risk of systemic adverse events compared with IVIg. The smaller doses given at more frequent intervals with SCIg result in more stable and higher serum immunoglobulin G trough concentrations than with IVIg. The primary limitation of SCIg is the inability of tissues to accept large volumes of fluid rapidly; therefore, patients require frequent administration of a smaller volume at multiple sites. Frequency of injections and local injection site reactions are the primary reasons for patients reporting less satisfaction with subcutaneous therapy.

Studies investigating health-related quality of life (HRQoL) issues in patients with PID suggest that immunoglobulin replacement therapy administered by the intravenous or subcutaneous route improves HRQoL, and that many of the improvements relate to reduced infection rates and less fear of future infections. However, the aforementioned limitations of current IVIg and SCIg treatments indicate that new treatments would have the potential for further improvement.

The objective of this multinational study was to gain a deeper understanding of: current immunoglobulin replacement therapy and how it affects patients’ lives; the impact of PID on HRQoL in patients on immunoglobulin therapy; and improvement in treatment desired by patients on immunoglobulin therapy, including patient preferences evaluated by conjoint analysis.

**Materials and methods**

Participants in this study were patients with PID on regular treatment or their caregivers who participated on the patient’s behalf (no age limits were applied). Patients/caregivers were invited to complete the survey through National Member Organisations (NMOs) of the International Patient Organisation for Primary Immunodeficiencies (IPOPI). Recruitment was done using electronic and postal methods, including mailing lists, newsletters, and promotion on NMO websites. Participation was voluntary and no compensation was provided; respondents provided implied consent by their participation in the survey.

The research was conducted from April 8, 2011 to October 17, 2011 by an independent market research agency (Bryter, London, UK) in accordance with privacy and data protection codes of conduct. The survey comprised a 30-minute online questionnaire, which was available in six languages (English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese). The survey utilized different elicitation techniques, including grid questions, coded lists, and rating scales with questions appropriately phrased for patients and caregivers. Patient and caregiver versions were reviewed and approved by the IPOPI executive board to ensure that they were appropriate for the audiences interviewed.

The questionnaire sought to establish a patient’s current treatment, including route of administration, the key personnel involved in making treatment decisions, dose frequency, and site of care. It also explored patient satisfaction regarding treatment, treatment-related adverse events, and impact of PID and treatment on HRQoL. Patient preferences were determined using a conjoint approach. Five attributes common to immunoglobulin treatment and of importance to patients and caregivers were assessed: mode of administration (self-administration or administration by a health care professional), frequency of administration (one, two, or four times a month), location (home versus surgery, doctor’s office, clinic, or hospital), number of needle sticks per treatment (one, two, or four), and treatment duration (2, 4, or 6 hours). Selection of attributes was defined in a previously conducted US-based study.

The survey also incorporated validated HRQoL scales through the 12-Item Short Form Health Survey (SF-12v2; adults aged ≥19 years) and 10-Item Short Form Health Survey (SF-10v2; caregivers for children aged <19 years). The SF-12v2 is a shorter version of the SF-36v2 Health Survey and measures functional health and well-being from the patient’s point of view by just 12 questions, covering the same eight health domains as the SF-36v2. The SF-10v2 is a parent-completed survey containing ten questions adapted from the Child Health Questionnaire. Using norm-based scoring, each health domain scale and summary of physical and psychosocial health measures, from 0 (worse health) to 100 (better health), were scored to have the same mean (50) and standard deviation (10) as in the general US population. Patient health profiles were evaluated using...
the EuroQoL 5 Dimensions (EuroQol Group, Rotterdam, the Netherlands), a self-assessment questionnaire that produces a self-reported description of the patient’s health in five dimensions, ie, mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort, and anxiety/depression. The patients were asked to rate their current level of function (severe, moderate, or none) in each dimension and indicate their health state on a visual analog scale from 0 (worst imaginable health state) to 100 (best imaginable health state). The surveys were conducted online. All questions had to be answered before the survey could be considered completed, eliminating the possibility of missing values.

Data were collected online and, with the exception of data for the conjoint analysis, were subjected to univariate analyses. Group comparisons were analyzed at the overall (all respondent) level and compared and contrasted by pertinent subgroups, ie, those receiving SCIG versus IVIG, caregiver versus patient respondents, and by geographic location (region and/or country). These results were tested for statistical significance using an unpaired t-test at the 95% confidence level.

Preferences for treatment attributes were analyzed using a conjoint analysis approach. Conjoint analysis comprises a category of research techniques for eliciting and quantifying preferences, and allows for trade-offs to be taken into consideration when quantifying the relative importance that patients or caregivers assign to treatment attributes or treatment outcomes. The responses to the choice questions were analyzed using random-parameters logit models, which account for random variations in preferences for each sample (patients and caregivers); the choice models were estimated using Sawtooth Software (Sawtooth Software Inc, Orem, UT, USA), which is a specialist software program for choice-based conjoint analysis. The resulting parameter estimates quantified the relative preference weight of each attribute level within 95% confidence intervals. When confidence intervals did not overlap for adjacent levels in a particular attribute, the mean estimates were significantly different from each other at the 5% level (P<0.05). To facilitate the interpretation of the results and compare the two samples, preference weights were scaled for each sample between 0 and 10, where the highest parameter was assigned a value of 10 and the lowest 0. All other parameters were scaled between these two parameters. The vertical distance between the best and worst level (ie, the difference in model coefficients) of each attribute provided a measure of the overall mean relative importance of that attribute to respondents (across the ranges presented in the survey).

Results

Respondent demographics
A total of 300 respondents (216 patients and 84 caregivers) completed the survey. Respondents were from the UK (n=59), Sweden (n=34), Canada (n=31), France (n=31), Germany (n=31), Spain (n=22), Portugal (n=21), Argentina (n=15), Brazil (n=13), South Africa (n=10), Colombia (n=9), Italy (n=9), Switzerland (n=4), and Belgium, Poland or New Zealand (n=2 each), and Australia, Austria, Hungary, India, or the Netherlands (n=1 each). Patients had a median age of 36.0 years, most were women (59%) and had common variable immunodeficiency disorder (58%), and approximately half were receiving treatment at home (51%). Patients for whom caregivers had responded had a median age of 9.0 years, and the majority were male (65%) and had a variety of diagnoses other than common variable immunodeficiency disorder (68%). Although similar to patient respondents, approximately half of the patients of respondent caregivers were being treated at home (48%).

Patient demographics are detailed in Table 1.

Current treatment
The current regular PID treatment for patients was immunoglobulin replacement therapy (62%) or immunoglobulin with prophylactic antibiotics (37%) or another therapy (1%; eg, immunoglobulin + cortisone + antivirals). Immunology specialists usually decided on the route of immunoglobulin administration.

Of the 300 respondents, 53% were either patients or caregivers of patients receiving IVIG therapy and 45% were patients or caregivers of patients receiving SCIG therapy; 2% of respondents reported administration by other routes.

Treatment site was linked to route of administration. Most patients taking IVIG had their therapy administered in a hospital (64% of intravenous respondents) or specialist clinic (11%), with 15% receiving treatment at home. Conversely, most patients taking SCIG (94%) received their therapy at home, with the remainder treated at a regional or local hospital or in a specialist clinic. Time between infusions was also linked with route of administration, with average times between treatments for IVIG respondents being 23 days and 6 days for SCIG respondents. Choice of therapy and therefore route of administration was heavily influenced by the specialist physician. Indeed, the specialist physician was the single main influence in choosing a particular medication for 42% of respondents, whereas the specialist was reported to be involved and influential to a lesser degree in the choice for 51% of patients and was not involved in
Table 1 Respondent demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient age (years)</th>
<th>All respondents (n=300)</th>
<th>Patients (n=216)</th>
<th>Caregivers answering on behalf of patients they care for* (n=84)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1–10</td>
<td>44 (15%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>44 (52%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11–20</td>
<td>50 (17%)</td>
<td>17 (8%)</td>
<td>33 (39%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21–30</td>
<td>30 (10%)</td>
<td>27 (13%)</td>
<td>3 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31–50</td>
<td>90 (30%)</td>
<td>89 (41%)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51–60</td>
<td>42 (14%)</td>
<td>40 (19%)</td>
<td>2 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61+</td>
<td>37 (12%)</td>
<td>37 (17%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Declined to answer</td>
<td>7 (2%)</td>
<td>6 (3%)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sex

Male/female 143 (48%)/157 (52%) 88 (41%)/128 (59%) 55 (65%)/29 (35%)

Diagnosis

CVID 152 (51%) 125 (58%) 27 (32%)
Hypogammaglobulinemia 38 (13%) 29 (13%) 9 (11%)
X-linked agammaglobulinemia 36 (12%) 22 (10%) 14 (17%)
IgG subclass deficiency 26 (9%) 14 (6%) 12 (14%)
Hyper IgM syndrome 9 (3%) 6 (3%) 3 (4%)
Other 34 (11%) 19 (9%) 15 (18%)
Unknown 5 (2%) 3 (1%) 2 (2%)

Note: *Demographics shown for caregivers refer to the patient they care for rather than themselves.

Abbreviations: CVID, common variable immunodeficiency; Ig, immunoglobulin.

only 7% of cases. Patients were the main decision-makers in 13% of cases (the next most influential group).

Adverse events at the infusion site were experienced by significantly more patients receiving SCIg compared with those receiving IVIg (P<0.05; Table 2). Injection site swelling/bumps was very common among patients receiving SCIg (95% of respondents), although only 7% of these respondents stated it had a large impact on their life. Other common adverse events for patients receiving SCIg were pain (75%), itching (54%), and hardness (55%) at the infusion site. For most patients, these infusion site reactions had a low or medium impact on their lives and they did not seek to change therapy. However, around one third of this group rated reducing swelling and pain at the infusion site as important aspects to improve, with one quarter mentioning reducing itching.

Treatment-related headaches were experienced by significantly more patients receiving IVIg compared with those receiving SCIg (51% versus 31%, P<0.05; Table 2). Headache was the most common adverse event for patients receiving IVIg, with 11% of IVIg respondents reporting that it had a large impact on their life. Because of headache, 10% of IVIg respondents had discussed changing immunoglobulin therapy with their doctor, but only 2% had actually switched to another therapy. Reducing the incidence of headaches was important for 35% and 25% of IVIg respondents and SCIg respondents, respectively, despite a lower proportion of headaches being reported by the latter group.

Table 2 Respondents experiencing immunoglobulin-related injection site reactions and headaches and the impact and importance of reducing these adverse events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intra/venous respondents (n=160)</th>
<th>Subcutaneous respondents (n=134)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experiencing AE, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelling/bumps at infusion site(s)</td>
<td>45 (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain at infusion site(s)</td>
<td>70 (44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itching at infusion site(s)</td>
<td>34 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardness at infusion site(s)</td>
<td>37 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headaches</td>
<td>81 (51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other AEs</td>
<td>72 (45)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *P<0.05 for intravenous versus subcutaneous group.

Abbreviation: AE, adverse event.
Reasons for stopping IVIg or SCIg treatment were examined in the subgroup of patients who had switched routes of administration. IVIg respondents who had previously tried SCIg therapy (n=31) were most likely to have stopped because of adverse events (61%) and wanting a longer time between doses (32%). SCIg respondents who had tried IVIg therapy (n=104) most commonly stopped because of the inconvenience of traveling to the infusion center (51%), wanting to be treated at home (43%), or because their doctor recommended they change treatment (48%).

Most patients (76%) were satisfied with their current therapy; however, significant differences in satisfaction were seen when comparing SCIg with IVIg administration. Overall, SCIg respondents were more satisfied with treatment than IVIg respondents (83% versus 69%, respectively; \( P<0.05 \)). Compared with patients receiving IVIg, those receiving SCIg liked the ability to self-administer (91% versus 31%), being able to fit treatment into their schedule (90% versus 58%), and the reduced amount of time taken to administer treatment (65% versus 39%). Waiting time at the hospital or clinic was the factor with which IVIg respondents were most commonly dissatisfied (14%), while number of needles per month (19%) and frequency of infusions (12%) caused most dissatisfaction for SCIg respondents. The overall convenience of treatment was “liked” by significantly more SCIg respondents than IVIg respondents (88% versus 60%, respectively; \( P<0.05 \)).

### Living with PID

Using the EuroQoL 5 Dimensions questionnaire, patients, their caregivers, or both indicated the health of the patient “today” with regard to mobility, self-care, ability to perform usual activities, pain, and anxiety/depression. Respondents reported a mean score of 71.6 (on a scale from 0 [worst health state] to 100 [best health state]). Results were similar by country and by mode of immunoglobulin administration (Figure 1).

In the absence of available European norms, average scores were below US population norms across the SF-12 physical and mental components for patients with PID (Figure 2).\(^{18}\) Compared with US norms scaled to a mean of 50, SF-12 summary scores for PID were 40.7 for the physical component and 46.0 for the mental component. Scores for the individual components ranged from 37.9 (general health) to 46.5 (mental health). No statistically significant difference was seen between those receiving intravenous and subcutaneous infusions.

Immunoglobulin treatment enabled patients to enjoy a relatively high degree of normality. Sixty-six percent of IVIg respondents and 69% of SCIg respondents reported missing 10 or fewer work/school days due to ill health during the previous 6 months; 35% of IVIg respondents and 37% of SCIg respondents reported no absences. No significant difference was seen in the number of unscheduled doctor visits based on type of administration (IVIg versus SCIg).

![Better health](image1.png)

**Figure 1** Health of patients with primary immunodeficiency disease by country and route of immunoglobulin administration (visual analog scale).\(^a\)

**Notes:** EQ-SD questionnaire; *EUS indicates UK, France, Germany, Spain, and Italy.

**Abbreviations:** Ig, immunoglobulin; IV, intravenous; SC, subcutaneous; EQ-SD, EuroQoL 5 Dimensions.
Figure 2 12-Item Short Form Health Survey physical and mental norm-based summary and component scores for patients with primary immunodeficiency diseases treated with immunoglobulin.

Notes:  
- Using norm-based scoring, each scale is scored to have the same mean (50) and standard deviation (10) as the general US population;  
- Original scale is 0–100, with 100 being better health;  
- Includes several elements (ie, limitations in self care, physical, social, and role activities; physical well-being; and rating of health);  
- Includes several elements (ie, psychological distress, social and role disability due to emotional problems and general health rating).

Treatment preferences (conjoint analysis)

Preference weights for treatment attributes decided by patients and caregivers are shown in Figure 3. Both patients and caregivers significantly preferred self-administration to administration by a health care professional ($P<0.05$) and administration at home rather than in a doctor’s office, clinic, or hospital ($P<0.05$). There was a strong preference on the part of all respondents for monthly administration when compared with either fortnightly or weekly administration ($P<0.05$). Preferences for number of needle sticks per treatment (one, two, four) were significantly different from each other ($P<0.05$), and as expected, both patients and caregivers preferred fewer needle sticks. Nevertheless, a significantly stronger preference for one needle stick was also recorded for caregivers more than for patients ($P<0.05$). Preferences for each treatment duration level per administration (2, 4, and 6 hours) were also significantly different from each other, and also as expected, both groups preferred a shorter duration ($P<0.05$).

A further analysis was undertaken of the combined patient and caregiver responses depending on their route...
of administration, ie, IVIg or SCIg. Patients receiving SCIg as well as their caregivers significantly preferred self-administration to administration by a health care professional \((P<0.05)\); however, this was not the case for users of IVIg and their caregivers \((P>0.05)\). In contrast, both administration cohorts significantly preferred treatment in the home compared with treatment in the doctor’s office, clinic, or hospital \((P<0.05)\).

Significant differences were noted for the entire sample toward preferences for monthly treatment \((P<0.05)\) and the shortest duration of treatment \((P<0.05)\). Similarly, all respondents showed a preference for treatment with one needle stick \((P<0.05)\), although the difference between one and two needle sticks for the subcutaneous cohort did not achieve statistical significance \((P>0.05)\). Significant differences were also seen between the IVIg and SCIg groups in regard to other attributes. For example, IVIg respondents had a stronger preference for once-a-month treatment and a single needle stick per treatment \((P<0.05)\), while SCIg respondents had a stronger preference for self-administration and treatment at home \((P<0.05)\).

### Discussion

Treatment of the most frequently encountered PIDs is primarily based on immunoglobulin replacement therapy and protection from infection. There is good evidence that immunoglobulin replacement therapy prolongs survival and reduces morbidity, and that administration by either the intravenous or subcutaneous route contributes to an improvement in HRQoL. While immunoglobulin treatment has significant benefits for patients with PID, the results of our survey indicate that the condition still impacts on HRQoL. Furthermore, while current immunoglobulin treatments were generally associated with high levels of satisfaction, significant differences were seen with regard to patient satisfaction and acceptability of certain convenience aspects of immunoglobulin treatment between patients treated with IVIg and those treated with SCIg. SCIg therapy achieved greater patient satisfaction, which may be attributed to better therapy convenience and greater independence associated with this administration route. Specialist physicians in our survey clearly had a dominant role in the choice of therapy and therefore have a role in improving patient-tailored treatments. Furthermore, our findings indicate that there is still room for improvement in immunoglobulin therapy regardless of administration route. The subgroup of patients who switched routes of administration (from SCIg to IVIg or from IVIg to SCIg) indicated that unfavorable features causing them to switch from SCIg to IVIg were adverse events and frequency of dosing, while those stopping IVIg therapy mentioned inconvenience of traveling to the infusion center and a desire to be treated at home. A recently released IPOPI position statement highlights the importance of ensuring that patients with PID have access to the most appropriate immunoglobulin therapy according to their disease and personal conditions.

Consistent with the findings of this survey, a systematic review and meta-analysis of 47 studies comparing the efficacy and safety of IVIg and SCIg showed a significant preference for SCIg over IVIg in terms of adverse events (odds ratio 0.09, range 0.07–0.11; \(P<0.001\)). Indeed, SCIg therapy is thought to be better tolerated than IVIg with regard to systemic reactions, although some studies report no significant differences in adverse event rates between SCIg and IVIg replacement therapy. Our study findings may reflect the imbalance of subcutaneous to intravenous and intravenous to subcutaneous switches; only 19% of patients currently receiving IVIg therapy had previously tried SCIg therapy, while most patients currently on SCIg therapy (78%) had previously tried IVIg therapy. For most of the patients in our survey, adverse events had only low or medium impact on their life and they neither discussed them with their health care provider nor sought to change therapy. However, treatment-related infusion site reactions were reported, particularly by patients receiving SCIg therapy, while those on IVIg therapy had more headaches. These findings were not unexpected because such events are frequently reported when immunoglobulin is administered by these routes. Of note, 19% of patients with PID are reported to discontinue immunoglobulin therapy because of treatment-related adverse events.

Our conjoint analysis revealed that patients and caregivers preferred self-administration to administration by a health care professional, monthly over fortnightly or weekly administration, treatment in the home rather than in a health care organization, a shorter duration of administration, and fewer needle sticks. Similar results were identified when comparing respondents according to whether they received IVIg or SCIg; however, respondents receiving subcutaneous therapy had a relatively higher preference for self-administration. The flexibility of home therapy contributes to improved HRQoL and gives a sense of independence to patients and families. However, our study did not examine the effect of home versus hospital administration of therapy on HRQoL.

The results of our analysis were corroborated by a similar survey of immunoglobulin administration preferences conducted in 218 patient and caregivers in the USA.
study also demonstrated that both patients and caregivers preferred administration in the home setting, a monthly frequency, fewer needle sticks, and a shorter treatment duration. Although the mode of administration was rated as the least important attribute, caregivers showed strongest preference for self-administration, whereas patients showed similar preferences between the two administration modes.

A number of limitations should be considered when interpreting these survey data. Patients and caregivers who completed the survey were recruited through NMOs affiliated to the IPOPI and might not represent all people with PID treated with immunoglobulin therapy. The study was also limited to 300 respondents from 21 countries, so its findings may not be representative for any one specific country. The large differences in number of responses between countries depended on NMO membership, cultural differences, and the individual’s willingness to take part in the study. Although some IPOPI NMOs are staffed, many of these patient organizations are run by volunteers and have few resources to dedicate to such surveys, hence the differences in level of participation. Moreover, because of the large number of countries and relatively small number of respondents per country, the health scores for PID participants were compared with a single measurement rather than with their own population. In addition, recall failure, misunderstanding of the question, or both, can contribute to data inaccuracies. However, our survey reflects the current difficulties of everyday living and inconvenience of treatment administration faced by patients with PID.

 Calls for individualization of patient treatment in PID highlight the importance of patient input into decision-making when choosing the most appropriate therapy.27,28 In this respect, patient preference and patient-reported outcome studies in this and other therapeutic areas have underscored the importance of administration as a key attribute of treatment preferences rating even above clinical outcomes.29,30 For PID in particular, a high level of clinical consensus exists that optimal management requires a multifactorial, individualized approach to complement evidence-based guidelines and policies.31 Our study supports this approach, since it shows that treatment preferences indeed vary by patient and caregiver, so ideal treatment needs to be individualized.

**Conclusion**

This multinational study shows that patients with PID have high levels of satisfaction with current immunoglobulin replacement therapy, whether by intravenous or subcutaneous administration, reflecting the benefits of treatment to their health and well-being. It highlights the importance of providing access to different treatment options and modes of administration to ensure individual patient needs are best met. Nevertheless, there remains room for improvement with therapy for patients still below the physical and mental HRQoL population norms. In this survey sample, the desire for monthly frequency, ability to administer at home, self-administration, shorter administration duration, and fewer needle sticks highlights opportunities to improve treatment and satisfy unmet patient needs. There is an opportunity to develop new treatments that may provide additional options to address patient needs and improve the HRQoL of those living with PID, bearing in mind the need to take into account individual patient requirements, preferences, and tolerability patterns. Replication of our study findings in larger patient cohorts would underscore this conclusion.
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